Colango is a social language teaching tool bringing interactive language learning to the classroom.

Teachers create studyposts from Youtube videos or recordings that engages their students!

Colango provides reports that helps teachers evaluate, manage and help students more effectively.
Studyposts are easy to make!

Select voice exercise

Record & type text

Create a quiz
Colango Studypost Example

When you make a studypost it shows up in your student’s feed.

Students can then press the post to view it.
Listen

Once your student clicks on your post, they will see this.

Tapping the ‘Listen’ button will play the recorded voice.

As they listen, your students will match the order of the words spoken on the recording to test their listening.
Imitate

The next step is to practice their own pronunciations and intonations!

Tapping ‘Imitate’ will allow them to record their own voice to compare with yours.
Memorize

By clicking on a sentence, a translation will be provided and a computer generated voice will read the sentence.

Tapping on the ‘Memorize’ button will show the text in an easy to read format.

By clicking on a sentence, a translation will be provided and a computer generated voice will read the sentence.

Students can also set phone notification reminders for the phrase.
Quizzes

Colango also allows multiple choice quizzes to test student knowledge!

Colango reports summarize student quiz performance which helps you evaluate them more efficiently.
Voice Comments

Colango supports voice comments! Voice comments are great for student discussion and collaboration!

Voice comments gives students more opportunities to use language outside of the classroom.

Colango reports can also track how often each student posts comments, replies to comments and the duration of the voice comment!
Youtube Studyposts

Colango’s Youtube post allows you to use Youtube videos to engage your students!
Fun ways to use Colango with your class!

Role Playing Games!

Use funny pictures!

Make tongue twisters!
Colango in your classroom!

Colango is in BETA and is currently working with these excellent organizations!

If you’re interested in finding out more information about what Colango can do for your classroom please contact us!

Contact – evan@colango.com